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Rice waives rent charges to save Willy's Pub from closure

by Sei Chong

To keep Willy's Pub afloat, Rice University has waived $7,000 in rent charges owed by the Pub, the student-run enterprise that has suffered negative returns for several years and may be in danger of closing.

"We're running on a very low budget," said Pub manager Doug Tapley, a 3rd Richardson College senior. He said the Pub went broke last year, but the decline in profits has been a gradual process. "The Pub has not made money in four years, due in part to rising costs and due in part to Texas state law [raising the drinking age]," he said. "Every year our prices have gone up, and alcohol costs have gone up even more." 

"If undergraduates want this privilege when they are of age, they need to support [the Pub] now," said Stephen Sanborn, director of student activities.

"We're catering to a student body that doesn't want to pay [the Pub's prices]," Tapley said. "Any bar makes its largest profit on beer sales," Tapley said.

The incoming class of 1993 includes 33 percent more transfers admitted to balance class sizes compared to 66 last year and 29 in 1991, according to Dean William Williamson. There are 88 transfers this year, compared to 66 last year and 39 in 1991.

The last two years saw graduating classes that were unusually large in comparison with the freshmen and sophomore classes, according to Dean of Admissions and Records Richard Stabel.

Increasing the freshman class would result in the imbalance in coming years and add to Rice's overall enrollment. Thus transfer students may make up one-third of the Pub because it is so much smaller.

Any surplus goes into capital improvements, he said.

"Valhalla's comparative success is due to the fact that its overhead costs are less than one-half the Pub's. Valhalla's bartenders are volunteers, and it's rent to the university is about 7 percent of the student body's costs," Sanborn said.

"If undergraduates want this privilege when they are of age, they need to support [the [VM] that allowed access to Rice's mainframe computer to Turkish computer users," said William Hsia, Rice's computer user administrator.

"We had a situation ... where we discovered that we had a security setting on [VM] that allowed access to the mainframe accounts," said Richard Schaud, network and system support manager.

VM, the only IBM mainframe on campus, provides computing services for Fondren Library and faculty research. Mary Williamson, assistant to an Office of Networking and Computer Services director, discovered the breach July 25 when the unauthorized user contacted her over the computer with a Rice user identification code then requested the system administrator's name. The man then "identified that we had a security loophole," Williamson said.

Schaud did not believe the man had had access to the mainframe for very long before he was discovered.

According to Williamson, the 16 Turkish computer users sometimes exceeded 100.
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ACTIVISM
Saying your piece or lending a hand can be rewarding

Rice has long maintained and enjoyed a reputation for academic excellence. Unfortunately, we have also maintained a reputation for extreme apathy. Many have attempted to explain away this phenomenon by emphasizing that most Rice students throw themselves into their academic work and simply do not have time to spend on social or political causes.

While Rice students' absorption with academics explains some of our lack of activism, it cannot be the whole picture. Other schools as prestigious as Rice have managed to develop mature activism on their campuses without sacrificing academic excellence. And Rice students have enough spare time for the Simpsons, the Pub, the Owls and other diversions. Few have no time to spend on a cause they care about.

Being active in social or political causes is easy. It may entail something as simple as writing a letter to the editor about an injustice, making a public stand in a forum that could sway some opinions. Or going further and demonstrating one's commitment more tangibly via protest or civil disobedience.

But activism has a more subdued outlet that is equally significant. Every social cause, from Young Republicans to Rice for Choice to Amigos to Campus Crusade for Christ, needs more political causes. And as one more person joins, it becomes all the more compelling for us to exercise the first two as schools as prestigious as Rice have managed to develop mature political causes.

Of our lack of activism, it cannot be the whole picture. Other causes still cause tremendous suffering throughout the world, we have all collectively chosen to ignore them. We have not been approached by Rice students, the University administration, scientific data personally collected. Each person will be able to determine what data is information and what is trash. Propaganda would become less effective.

This could be a lot of fun. It could possibly be a way to use your time. But who cares about the consequence of anything that offers us a little bit of fun? I present to you the results of a short little search through the data space of our planet: some might think the subject worthless or even offensive. Good. Let's get up in the morning and do something about it. I don't think I'll be able to start or start a new day. Let's be more than that.

Primarily, this might offend environmentalists, and their more intelligent counterparts, the environmental scientists. Environmentalists will cry foul because what I present is in contradiction with their dogmatic propaganda.

Chris Thomas

The growth of personal democracy during the well-publicized "information revolution" will allow all individuals to access personal archives of data. An individual's belief system could be chosen piecemeal from all personal archives of data. Each person will be able to determine what data is information and what is trash. Propaganda would become less effective.

"Just Say Yes"}

Prayer at commencement oppressive

Rice President Carter was discussing religious invocation and benediction that the university administration, scientists. The Gaian Hypothesis is offensive. Good. I don't get up in the morning and do something about it. I don't think I'll be able to start or start a new day. Let's be more than that.

Primarily, this might offend environmentalists, and their more intelligent counterparts, the environmental scientists. Environmentalists will cry foul because what I present is in contradiction with their dogmatic propaganda.

Even worse, scientists with a vested financial interest such as grants might feel the need to have at graduation. Meinhard presented evidence that the last hundred thousand years or so of recent history have been the coldest on record for the past 500 million years. He correlates this cooling with a slow and steady decrease in the amount of atmospheric greenhouse Carbon Dioxide, attributable to the loss of biological carbon to our planet's trust in the form of carbonate rocks. Carbon lost in this manner is not longer free to cycle through our ecosystems or through our atmosphere. The earth would thus become colder and colder, freezing the deposit of ice at the pole caps, increasing the earth's albedo, speeding the process. The end result would be the termination of all life on our planet.

Berkowitz presents the hypothesis that Gaia caused the evolution of man on earth to balance environmental trends, say Carbonists. The Gaian Hypothesis is offensive. Good. I don't get up in the morning and do something about it. I don't think I'll be able to start or start a new day. Let's be more than that.

Ask Me About My Faith!

Berkowitz presents evidence that the last hundred thousand years or so of recent history have been the coldest on record for the past 500 million years. He correlates this cooling with a slow and steady decrease in the amount of atmospheric greenhouse Carbon Dioxide, attributable to the loss of biological carbon to our planet's trust in the form of carbonate rocks. Carbon lost in this manner is not longer free to cycle through our ecosystems or through our atmosphere. The earth would thus become colder and colder, freezing the deposit of ice at the pole caps, increasing the earth's albedo, speeding the process. The end result would be the termination of all life on our planet.

Berkowitz presents the hypothesis that Gaia caused the evolution of man on earth to balance environmental trends, say Carbonists. The Gaian Hypothesis is offensive. Good. I don't get up in the morning and do something about it. I don't think I'll be able to start or start a new day. Let's be more than that.

According to a poll reported in a recent "Time" (April 16, 1993), about 40 per cent of Rice students are nonreligious. For those of you who need the statistics to bolster your belief in the diversity of our campus, you do not want to be compelled into expressing subservience or tolerance of religious dogma.
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According to a poll reported in a recent "Time" (April 16, 1993), about 40 per cent of Rice students are nonreligious. For those of you who need the statistics to bolster your belief in the diversity of our campus, you do not want to be compelled into expressing subservience or tolerance of religious dogma.
Baker mentor behavior disappointing

'Mixed Signals’ program disrupted by distracting mentor and her freshmen

To the editor:

During the Mixed Signals program on Wednesday afternoon of O-Week, we noticed a Baker mentor distracting her freshmen, and specifically encouraging them to make disruptive comments. This program exists to make freshmen aware of a problem with which they have hopefully had little or no contact. Advisors have a responsibility to their freshmen, not only to show them the social aspects of life at Rice, but to make sure they are aware of the negative possibilities as well. Nearly all of the advisors did an excellent job, both of getting their freshmen to the program and encouraging education and manner. We have a great deal of respect for the men and women who introduce freshmen to Rice, and we recognize that this is a stressful and challenging responsibility that requires energy and maturity. However, it is disappointing that an advisor would treat any O-Week program, especially this one, as trivial.

Robin Hotzer,
Director, Mixed Signals
Nina Ollen
Students Organized Against Rape
Robin Holzer
President, Rice for Choice

ROT C violates discrimination policy

To the editors:

We would like to point out the fact that prominent organization on campus regularly violates every important university policy.

According to the 1993.94 General Assessment, “Rice does not discriminate in admissions, educational programs, or employment against any individual on the basis of... religious preference.…” The Department of Defense policy which prohibits gay, lesbian, and bisexual personnel from serving in the U.S. military directly contradicts the stated aims of Rice University. Since the ROTC program on campus is bound by Department of Defense policy, Rice is obligated to take action to correct or eliminate the offending program.

Similar discrimination with regard to gender or race would not be tolerated by any organization of the university, and if Rice’s commitment to nondiscrimination is to hold any credibility, the policy must be enforced decisively and evenhandedly.

These two institutions have been in conflict since Rice added “sexual” preference to its nondiscrimination clause several years ago, but President Clinton’s recent failure to lift the ban has made it imperative that institutions abide by their policies and refuse to accommodate on campus the bigotry and discrimination present in the armed forces.

At Orientation Week this year, Dr. Grob in his address to the Class of ’97 very aptly identified gay and lesbian rights as one of the crucial civil rights issues of our day. Give Rice its bleak track record on racial segregation, can we, as an institution and as a collective community, afford to take a moral stand for the rights of sexual minorities?

John McCoy
Jill Carroll
Co-Directors.
Gaus and Lesbians of Rice

Prayer

From p. 7

to some supreme being? When the rabbi stood up on the podium and said, “Let us pray,” we were in essence forgetting about four-tenths of the students to be hypocritical. We would like to point out the fact that an advisor would treat any O-Week program, especially this one, as trivial.

When the rabbi stood up on the podium and said, “Let us pray,” we were in essence forgetting about four-tenths of the students to be hypocritical.

R竞争力 MIXED SIGNALS’ program disrupted by distracting mentor and her freshmen

Calling All Owls

If you are interested in serving as a Telefund Ambassador for the Rice Annual Gift Office, please come by the Allen Center, 3rd floor by Sept. 6. Students must be able to work at least two nights per week, 6:30-9:30 p.m., Mon. through Thurs.

‘let’s sit down for some coffee talk’

6-10 hrs/wk
- On Campus
- $6.25/hr

(work study not required)
Surrealistic nuptuials twist reality into practical joke

Jym Schwartz

Have your peers begun to get married? Now I’m not talking about one of those people you kind of knew in high school who got married right out of the chute. And I’m not talking about someone who went to college some years back. I’m talking about the kind of person friends would be the first to get married. And after all, someone you never suspected.

In order to protect the innocent, we will call this hypothetical friend Teo (although his real name is Matt and he lives in Cincinnati). Now let us say he married Dorsey (also his real name is Dorsey), and that this whole relationship blossomed because of a double-date five years ago in which Jymbo (again, not his real name) and Michelle (which is her real same but is probably spelled incorrectly) were the matchmakers. This, of course, was a VERY hypothetical situation.

Although Teo and Dorsey (see above disclaimers) had been dating off and on for these five years (and living together for the last few), there was still a great deal of disbelief among his friends. At last, after much debate, it was concluded that this whole “wedding” was in fact an elaborate prank. The point of the prank, naturally, was to gather together all of his friends for a big party (nearly his bachelor party). Things were looking good (Jymbo, although named “best man,” had never received an invitation, when all of a sudden the “prank” began to get quite elaborate. Jymbo arrived to find his “mother” (not her real name) had received a very convincing invitation, and that there were several25% - 50% at our Back To School School Sale.

And save 25% - 50% at our Back To School School Sale.

The ceremony began and Teo’s friends settled in, secure in the knowledge of deception. There wasn’t even a pause at the big moment. They both took their vows without hesitation. People cried, dogs herded, a pew creeked, and the whole world stood still for a titled, tiny second as the unbelievable, the unthinkably actually came to pass. They walked down the aisle and out the door, finding a clear blue sky.

Through the earth is round, sometimes it’s cool to have someone tell you that it’s flat.

If you want to change the world, start with your own room.

Check out the radical savings on our best-selling ideas for your dorm room.

For starters, get twice the savings on our popular Stack Baskets, Bulletin Boards, File Crates, Shelves, Laundry Bags, Backpacks, and more.

And save 25% - 50% at our Back To School School Sale.

WATER TASTE BAD?

Good for you! Cost too much? If you’re not sure, then call Water Wizard at 876-7873 to order the new Starter Group that is seen on TV and starts getting:

- Green-paring perfect skin for actual nutrition
- Certified to remove bacteria, viruses, hydrogen sulfide, and maturing flavors during delivery
- A specially designed filter cartridge lasts over a year
- The humble Sauna-Bathe water for beauty, whole body &-looking for the control panel
- Avoided by the Good Feet by the Water Geeks Association
- 30 day unconditional guarantee
99°° SPECIAL INTERACTIVITY OFFERING
876-876-PURE WATER WIZARD 876-7873

Be Opinionated!
We’ll pay you to care!

Write for the Opinion and Editorials section. For information, contact David Hale at The Thresher office. 527-4801. Do it. You’ll be cool.
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

THAT'S A LOAD OF CRAPOLA, CALLER, AND YOU KNOW IT! WHILE YOU GO SCAVENGING YOUR HEAD, LET'S MOVE ON TO THE NEXT CALLER!

HELLO?

Yeah, Mark, you spend all night sitting in judgment of other people, but you never talk about yourself! What's up, man? Do you even have a life?

YEAH, MARK, YOU SPEND ALL NIGHT SITTING IN JUDGMENT OF OTHER PEOPLE, BUT YOU NEVER TALK ABOUT YOURSELF! WHAT'S UP, MAN? DO YOU EVEN HAVE A LIFE?

By Garry Trudeau

POOH... DEAD AIR.

Hey, no bury! We were just experiencing technical difficulties!

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

DO I HAVE A LIFE? WHAT KIND OF QUESTION IS THAT, CALLER?

A PRETTY GOOD ONE, ACTUALLY.

WHAT THE... HI, MY NAME'S ANDY LIPPINCOTT.

AND Y'ALL HAVE A FRIEND? BUT I THOUGHT YOU WERE IN DREAMS TO SEE IF I CAN HELP OUT.

I'VE EVEN SLEPT IN THE MIDDLE OF MY SHOW!

A LITTLE UPSET?

ANDY LIPPINCOTT: JOANIE'S FRIEND? BUT I THOUGHT YOU WERE IN DREAMS TO SEE IF I CAN HELP OUT.

I AM, BUT SOMETIME, I LIKE TO DROP IN ON PEOPLE'S DREAMS TO SEE IF I CAN HELP OUT.

DREAMS?

YOU MEAN... I'VE ALREADY ASLEEP IN THE MIDDLE OF MY SHOW!

WHY NOT?

YOUR LISTENERS?

PONT WORRY ABOUT IT.

PRAMS?

YOU MEAN, I...

I HAVE... THE OTHER THING?

OH, MY GOD, YOU MEAN I HAVE... NO, NO, RELAX, YOU DON'T HAVE AIDS.

THE OTHER THING?

SINCE YOU'RE GETTING ON, I THOUGHT I'D WALK YOU THROUGH IT.

By Garry Trudeau
Locks recored for building safety

By Patricia Lin

In response to security concerns, Food & Housing and Facilities & Engineering recored locks and issued new keys this fall for residential colleges and campus buildings.

"With the increase in crime outside the hedges, it's only a matter of time before it moves inside the hedges," said Russell Price, F&E manager.

"We need to step up new security before anything has happened, and above all, we need tighter control over access to campus buildings."

The two departments began separate programs this summer to provide more efficient key distribution.

"In the past, Rice has been too lenient about issuing master and submaster keys," Price said. "There were too many master keys out even though most spaces are open during the day. We want to cut down on the keys so we can be more efficient.

Problems with lost master keys and the concern over users losing re-usable keys has prompted F&E to stop issuing masters to many of its own staff. "We have keys to the mechanical rooms and attic rooms that we need to enter on a regular basis, but there is no reason for us to have keys to spaces which are already open," Price said.

He said F&E is now using a policy that requires a form be filled out and department-head authorization be given for master key requests.

"That will allow us to improve security in our academic buildings as well as keep the department heads to keep track of who has keys," he said.

"Our idea is to implement this new policy as we remodel and improve the buildings on campus. Keys to the newer buildings like the George R. Brown building and the Alice Pratt Brown Hall were originally issued according to this policy, and most recently, the biology lab keys were reissued," Price said.

More noticeable are the new bulky red residential college keys attached to black mailing tags that have been issued to students. The thickness of the key is a special feature patented by Best Locking Systems and prevents unauthorized key reproduction.

"The old keys were easy to copy without authorization because the black tags are quite easily read," Price said.

Lab Way closed this weekend

A week of work on the Laboratories Way, the north side of Rice's inner loop, tomorrow and Sunday. The street and Entrances 1 and 2 will be closed.

"We don't have any particular security problems," Hatfield said. He said the gate is part of a series of changes to increase security, including cameras, the entrance and emergency lights.

"We're not restricting anyone," Hatfield said. "We just want to know who's in the library."

"In response to security concerns," Hatfield said. He said he hopes some spots will be as signed into 1 and the rest soon after.

"He said antigens there are plenty of spaces available.

VM1 problem, aren't you grateful [that I told you], won't you give me a [user ID]?

The introducer's apparent motive was to gain a VM1 account because the man was using his computer in Turkey.

The man had explained how he had gained access to VM1, systems engineers David Boyes and Chris Hardy worked to remove him from the system while William continued to position himself to be near

"I tried to place him where he shouldn't be doing anything stupid," Williams said.

"I basically spun a lie about under what circumstances we might be able to do something stupid," Williamson said.

Schaefer said, "He basically seemed interested in getting an account on our machine."

Schafer said Rice will notify the legal action. "We decided at the time that we would... keep records of [the security breach] and leave it at that," he said.

While no data were damaged by the intrusion, VM1 users received passwords to prevent further intrusion.

While system security was not directly at issue, any breach raises questions about the campus's data security, as far as we're concerned," due to the academic and unclosed nature of Rice's faculty research. "You can do a lot of work on a computer machine and it depends on how paranoid you want to be," he said.

Source: The Associated Press via The Houston Chronicle, Aug. 25

UT may take tuition up to faculty salaries

By Sei Chong

Tuition at the University of Texas at Austin may increase in order to keep faculty and staff salaries at a competitive level with other universities.

"Our concern is to keep [faculty and staff] from looking somewhere else, because once they start looking elsewhere, they might get lost."

Source: The Austin American-Statesman, Aug. 13

Fondren adds security gate

Fondren Library is adding a card-access entrance system to increase building security.

When active between Sept. 7, entrances will need to use a Rice Identification card to enter the building. Non-Rice entrances will have to register and show photo identification.

Joe Hatfield, assistant to the university librarian, said the change is a preventive measure rather than a response to a security problem at Fondren.

College presidents consider their fate while taped to the wall of Sewall Hall room 305. From left, Jay Murphy, SRC; Rachelle Harless, Brown; Celeste Campbell, Wiess; Merritt McKinney, WRC; and Clint Ayg, 17-18.

Campus Crime

Academic buildings
Aug. 15-19
8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
5 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

Aug. 20
5-6 p.m.
11:25 a.m.-11:40 a.m.

Aug. 21

10 a.m.-9:30 a.m.

Colleges
May 15-26

5 p.m.-2 a.m.

Aug. 15-16

4 p.m.-2 a.m.

Parking lots
Aug. 17-18

9-9 a.m.

9 a.m.-9 p.m.

8:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

17-18

12 a.m.

12 a.m.

8 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

Specific locations are not listed this week because criminals have used this column to shift crime patterns, according to Campus Police.
Student lobby group started on campus

by Kevin Mistry

Senior Mark Yzaguirre and sophomore David Reuther, both of Will Rice College, chartered a Rice chapter of Lead or Leave, a national citizens' advocacy group for the 18 to 21 age group, this fall.

"We really want to get people to come to discuss things in a multi-party forum and create something that acts as a discussion, not to politicize Rice, but that gives people a chance to talk on a regular basis," Yzaguirre said.

Lead or Leave advocates both active voting and political participation on campus groups. It also lobbies local congressional and party leaders on conservative fiscal policy.

Yzaguirre and Rhodes disagree about an association with former presidential candidate Ross Perot's organization United We Stand America. Essentially, however, through Lead or Leave, they have adopted Perot's platform, without his organization.

"We both didn't want to start a Ross Perot fan club and charge people $15 for it, but Mark is more into that than I am," Rhodes said. He said he is more interested in conservative fiscal policy than social issues.

"We’ll pass out some Perot literature and people can join [United We Stand] if they want," he said.

"We didn’t want to [join United We Stand] because the money sort of goes into this black hole and we don’t even get a T-shirt. Like other campus organizations, Lead or Leave didn’t want to make the group a campaign front for some obscure candidate in the future. However, we thought an association with United We Stand would give us the benefits and legitimacy of a national organization without its bad points."

"United We Stand is a catalyst, but we want a forum for discussion somewhere like Mark David Schoenhals' Rice Forum that hosted debates among candidates as well as campus debates," Yzaguirre said.

The Rice Forum, an informal group of students interested in debate, disbanded after Schoenhals’ graduation from Rice in 1992.

Reactions to the organization were mixed. "I don’t really buy [Lead or Leave’s] solutions to fixing the budget," said Rice Young Democrats President Joe Grinstein, a Baker senior.

"I think it’s a sort of constructive methodology ... we want a forum for discussion some day," Yzaguirre said.

Campus leaders also differed about the possibility of a United We Stand chapter here. "That should have little to no impact. It’s just another sort of play to get politicians elected," Javier Duran, chair of the Rice Republicans and a Brown College senior, said.

"If it encourages campus debate, then I think it’s a good thing."

Lead or Leave would differ on conservative fiscal policy than social issues," Duran said. "However, we really don’t expect to lose our members, but that other group is mainly on social issues."

Lead or Leave will hold an organizational meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Will Rice College’s Private Dining Room.

RPC Notes

• Calendars are now available in college commons.
• Rice students can get a 7 percent discount on all Copy Club services.
• Calendars are now available in college commons.
• The GSA is looking for volunteers—let Tedi Overfelt or Peggy Hunter, both in environmental engineering, know if you can help.
• Chris Drennen, in the math department, is the GSA’s representative to the search committee for a vice president for student affairs. Laurie Feinswog, computational and applied mathematics, is the GSA representative to the provost search committee. Please let them know if you have nominations.

NationsBank

Check Out Our Student Program. The NationsBank Student Program makes it easy to manage your money—and it doesn’t cost a bundle!

• Student Checking allows you to pay an annual fee of only $55, upon opening your account! Write as many checks as you want all year long. You can also pay the annual fee in $3 monthly payments. Just choose the option that fits your budget.
• Your NationsBank 24 Hour Banking Card gives you instant access to your cash at more than 1,600 NationsBank ATMs in Texas and the Northeast at no extra charge. You can also use your card at PULSE and Plus System ATMs across the country and around the world (for a small charge).
• A NationsBank Student Loan can help you finance your college education. Just call us at 1-800-583-6703 for information about education loans.

Personal financial management is an art... With the NationsBank Student Program. Just visit your nearby NationsBank to start taking advantage of convenient checking, unlimited ATM access and more. We’ll help you take a load off!
The Rice Thresher, Rice’s student newspaper, is still seeking applicants for a number of editorial staff positions as well as entry-level positions.

Applicants for Features Editor and Arts & Entertainment Editor should have layout and desktop publishing training as well as journalism backgrounds.

Applicants for Assistant Opinion Editor and Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor should have journalism training and editing experience.

Applicants for Assistant Business Manager and Ads Manager should have backgrounds in sales and accounting.

Staff writers, photographers, graphic artists, cartoonists, proofreaders, production staff and ad salespeople are also needed. No experience required.

Please complete an application outside the Thresher office on the 2nd floor of the Ley Student Center if interested, or call 527-4801. All undergraduates and graduates are eligible to apply. All positions are paid. Time requirements vary.
Student painters capture Greek villages

BY TERZAH EWING

In many ways, the village of Karie, Greece, was an ideal vacation spot. In the June evenings, the six Rice students would sit in the village square, recounting the day's adventures. Perhaps someone had encountered a geotherapist during an afternoon picnic. Perhaps a village girl had given someone a tray of coffee and cookies. Sometimes Bas Poulos would join them, full of tales of his own about the artists, dealing with the problems of artistic nature and art. They would sit in the village square, recounting the importance of being productive artists. They started to look at themselves as artists

"You learn a lot about yourself and your art. My maturity as a painter really improved. I want to go back because I know there's so much more there." —Jennifer Johnston

"They start to look at themselves as artists and to examine their paintings and see what they left in and what they edited out of the scene before them." —Bas Poulos

I treat it as an exploration of artistic identity," said Poulos. Each of the six was responsible for getting to Athens and then by bus to Tripoli, who spoke no English) and taking their meals in Poulos's own studio house and in village cafes. "Once they're there, we take care of everything," said Poulos, whose wife, Karin, helps him during the program. "The students concentrate on being productive artists." Armed with a stack of blank watercolor paper, the students were set free in the village. Poulos assigned three specific tasks: each participant had to paint the village square, a panoramic, and the Caryatids, a group of statues with mythological significance (the village. The students also faced the larger, more philosophical problems of how to deal with the line between nature and art. They started to look at themselves as artists

"Some of the students paint reveals the same work and of the village. An exhibition of the students' artwork in one of the scenes the students painted reveal the interest, and art activity. They really helped," said Poulos, a Will Rice senior. "Once they're there, we take care of everything," said Poulos, whose wife, Karin, helps him during the program. "The students concentrate on being productive artists." Armed with a stack of blank watercolor paper, the students were set free in the village. Poulos assigned three specific tasks: each participant had to paint the village square, a panoramic, and the Caryatids, a group of statues with mythological significance (the village. The students also faced the larger, more philosophical problems of how to deal with the line between nature and art. They started to look at themselves as artists

"You learn a lot about yourself and your art. My maturity as a painter really improved. I want to go back because I know there's so much more there." —Jennifer Johnston

"They start to look at themselves as artists and to examine their paintings and see what they left in and what they edited out of the scene before them," said Poulos. After a three-hour session in the morning and a three-hour session in the late afternoon, the group met in Poulos's studio for a group critique. "I liked the critiques there better than the ones in studio classes at Rice. Unlike Rice, you really have to concentrate for the whole three hours, and everyone approached the critique with their full attention. They really helped," said Poulos, a Will Rice senior. "Try to allow each person to develop individually, but I also want them to see that the art activity can be cooperative activity," said Poulos. "Through the critique, different individual concerns emerged that helped everyone." —Bas Poulos

The scenes the students painted reveal the village and its environs as a world starkly different from the modern world. For Poulos, the program is an exploration of artistic identity, "I try to allow each person to develop individually, but I also want them to see that the art activity can be cooperative activity," said Poulos. "Through the critique, different individual concerns emerged that helped everyone." —Bas Poulos

"The village just had so much character," said Poulos, a Will Rice senior. "It's like nothing I've ever done before," said Belliveau, who has also been an exchange student to Germany. "I don't know if I'll ever have another experience like it." —Bas Poulos

Barun, who graduated last May, is touring painting the village. "I hope to revisit Karie next summer," said Poulos. "They start to look at themselves as artists and to examine their paintings and see what they left in and what they edited out of the scene before them," said Poulos. After a three-hour session in the morning and a three-hour session in the late afternoon, the group met in Poulos's studio for a group critique. "I liked the critiques there better than the ones in studio classes at Rice. Unlike Rice, you really have to concentrate for the whole three hours, and everyone approached the critique with their full attention. They really helped," said Poulos, a Will Rice senior. "Try to allow each person to develop individually, but I also want them to see that the art activity can be cooperative activity," said Poulos. "Through the critique, different individual concerns emerged that helped everyone." —Bas Poulos

"The village just had so much character," said Poulos, a Will Rice senior. "It's like nothing I've ever done before," said Belliveau, who has also been an exchange student to Germany. "I don't know if I'll ever have another experience like it." —Bas Poulos

"You learn a lot about yourself and your art. My maturity as a painter really improved. I want to go back because I know there's so much more there." —Jennifer Johnston
Not much has changed but the name at Kirby hangout

Taco Cabana
3905 Kirby Ave.
Open 24 hours, drive-thru and phone orders accepted.
Prices range from $.89 to $5.25; most single-item orders are $.89 to $2.49.

BY KEITH HOFFMAN

As ironic as life faded into, well, blackness during this year's Orienta
tions Week, What? Willy's Pool? (Note: at the brink of bankruptcy! Club
137 Vyalah?) No, alas, the class of 1997 will never experience the taste
of Allen's personal life; at least not in the way it did in Farrow's
tone, which has gotten increasingly shrill over the years. What's
amazing is that since Man-
hattan, Diane Keaton has been
sexier than most Mexican, with
greaser. Murder Mystery pays homage to
several films, including My Favorite
Blonde, Rear Window, and most
shamelessly of all, The Lady from
Shanghai. But, it seems more
tired than any of its predecessors.
What's more, Larry keeps insisting
that there's a rational explanation for
everything, and they should mind their
own business. There's also a subplot
involving Larry's friend Ted (Alan
Alda), who has a crush on Carol, and
a slob named Marshe (Audra
Huston), who has a crush on Larry.
Murder Mystery is one of his fun-
niest films to date. Not intellectually
stimulating, not amusing, but laugh-out-
load funny. Allen's trademark lines are
here.

Larry says, while walking out of
the opera, "It makes me want to
conquer Poland." And there are some
hilarious situations, as when Larry and Carol pretend to be cops. They lowered the
framework, but I got in," says
Larry. Murder Mystery was written some-
thing to hicker about. When they get
it on solving the murder, though, the
movie really picks up steam.

Murder Mystery pays homage to
several films, including My Favorite
Blonde, Rear Window, and most
shamelessly of all, The Lady from
Shanghai. But, it seems more
tired than any of its predecessors.
What's more, Larry keeps insisting
that there's a rational explanation for
everything, and they should mind their
own business. There's also a subplot
involving Larry's friend Ted (Alan
Alda), who has a crush on Carol, and
a slob named Marshe (Audra
Huston), who has a crush on Larry.
Murder Mystery is one of his fun-
niest films to date. Not intellectually
stimulating, not amusing, but laugh-out-
load funny. Allen's trademark lines are
here.

There's not much difference: Taco Cabana Pink coats the Two Pesos Green of old.
Emo's heats up with raw punk act

from the usual dreck and drudgery of rock music. I saw the Supersuckers open for Mudhoney about a year ago and they were very impressive in person. Granted, they play in a rather begrudging genre of music, but at least they were together and loud. I've heard their show the next night at Emo's was legendarily straight-ahead punk rock, unalloyed by the social consciousness of Fugazi, the jazz of Mudhoney, or the artifice of Mr. Bungle. Their full-length The Smoke of Hell blasts along at full blast from start to end, serving up under-three minute two-chord blues, murder, drugs, and going to Mexico. This is not a band to play for your parents, nor can you use it to impress chicks. It's pure dumb adrenaline cock music, a guilty pleasure perhaps, but also a refreshing change from the usual dreck.

Anyway, I digress. The price is always right at Emo's—free for those of us over 21, $5 for the kiddies (if you're under 18, you'll need to find an ID). Besides, there's nothing else to do Saturday night. Make a good start for the year and get out of the hedges to one of Houston's coolest clubs.

**THE Supersuckers @ In the Village Arcade**

2517 Amherst in the Village Arcade 522-8857

**Extra Scoop FREE! with any purchase of ice cream or yogurt**

Limit one coupon per purchase. Expires 9/30/93

---

**SAPPHIRE IN THE CITY**

‘Sleepless in Seattle’ a little rain-soaked

by K R I S T I N  L I N

It seems we stood and talked like this last night.

We looked at each other in the same way.

But I don’t remember where or when.

Lorenza, Hana... Now when?

Babies in Arms

Sleepless in Seattle is not one movie. I don’t know if it’s a good way or a bad way, it’s just that there’s no sex, nudity, violence... and probably, and its view of romance is 1990’s at best.

Sam Baldwin (Tom Hanks) is a recently widowed architect who must now raise his son, Jonah (Ross Malinger). Under the recommendation of his in-laws, Sam moves to Seattle to forget his loss, but he still has trouble sleeping 18 months after his bereavement. There, one Christmas Eve, Jonah calls a radio talk show to say he thinks his dad needs a new wife. He and the psychic eventually convince Sam to bear his heart out to the nation radio, and thousands of women write, asking him out. In Hallie (Meg Ryan), he finds his soul mate. She’s the man for him and they fall in love.

The fact that there is so much time between jokes is the main flaw in Sleepless in Seattle. The Supersuckers are known for their energy and enthusiasm, but in this film, their performances are not as intense as they are in person. The sound quality is also not as good as it could be.

Though there is a high level of energy in this film, the dialogue and conversations are not as good as in the Supersuckers’ live performances. The sound quality is not as good as it could be and the performances are not as intense as they are in person.

Part of what makes the Supersuckers such a great band is their ability to engage with the audience. In this film, they don’t have that opportunity and the performances don’t have the same intensity. The sound quality is also not as good as it could be.

In summary, Sleepless in Seattle is a nice film, but it doesn’t do justice to the Supersuckers’ live performances. The sound quality is not as good and the performances are not as intense as they are in person.

---

**Häagen-Dasz**

TASTE THE PASSION

The finest ice cream (and Yogurt) in the World™

---

**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**GAMERS WARM UP DICE FOR FOUR-DAY CONVENTION**

by J E R E M Y  B O D A I S K Y

When I was ten, and everybody I knew played Dungeons and Dragons, I played it. I was one of the few girls in the group, and even then I was the one who was good at the game. But my family didn't understand the game, and my mom thought it was just a fluffy thing. She didn't understand why we would sit around the table for hours playing a game, and she didn't understand why we would get so excited about it. But I loved it, and I still love it today.

I am now a grown woman, and I still play Dungeons and Dragons. I have a community of friends who also love the game, and we all have a shared passion for it. We have conventions and tournaments, and we even have a annual convention where we get together to play the game and socialize.

The convention is called the Dungeons and Dragons convention, and it is a four-day event. It is held in a city that changes each year, and it is a place where gamers from all over the world come together to play the game and celebrate their love for it.

The convention has a variety of activities, including tournaments, demonstrations, and panel discussions. The tournaments are held throughout the weekend, and they are open to anyone who wants to participate. The demonstrations are held in different locations throughout the city, and they are a great way to learn more about the game and see different styles of play.

The panel discussions are held in different locations throughout the city, and they are a great way to learn more about the game and see different styles of play.

The convention is a great place to meet new people and to connect with old friends. It is a place where gamers can come together to play the game and celebrate their love for it. It is a place where we can all be ourselves and enjoy the game together.
Houston provides services from dorm food disasters

When the going gets tough, the tough go off campus to dine

BY AMY HEMPHILL

At the beginning of the school year, many questions arise about the myriad of freshmen and upperclassmen alike. What classes to take. What to major in. Where to place your studying. But, we all know that these worries all pale in comparison to the most important issue in college life: Where to eat.

1715 S. SHEPHERD (BETWEEN WESTHEIMER AND W. GRENF)

$5

Old Faithful would be a good pseudonym for this one. If you are looking for fresh coffee, a relatively good place to go to, and town Rice students, this is the place. Although the food is a little pricy to call "good," there are some staples like grilled cheese sandwiches, hamburgers, and chicken fingers to make it a good place for the late night ravenous. They also have more varieties of pies than any other restaurant on the planet. Best Bet: When asked what you want, you can go with the potato you want, go for the Cottage Fries, and get them with a side of sour cream and extra guacamole and dig into one of the Beemoth Burritos. Best Bet: My favorite is the Chicken Burrito, which is cooled fajita style, and is with the works.

FOREST PARK BURGER 445 MEYERLAND PLAZA 668-4662

$6.50

There are also some tastes to try that are out of the ordinary. The Shawarma Chicken sandwich is like no sandwich you've ever tasted. Chicken and veggies is in a plat with a yogurt sauce. Very tasty. And, two hotly appetizing vegetable or Combination platters, and leave well served. They are well laden with many menu items, giving you a chance to try a little. Best Bet: Don't miss out on the Cheenee Pl or the grilled garlic in pita that comes with the Baba Ganoush or the Vegetarian Platter.

1308 MONTROSE (NORTH OF W. GRENF)

$5

This is one of the establishments on the Silver Saver Card. (Freshmen, you get one of these in your mailbox soon.) They offer a discount of up to $5 off of any entrée when a Silver Saver Card is purchased. This usually comes out to buy one sandwich, get one free. The food is healthy, with grainy wheat breads and an abundance of veggies. They serve herbal iced tea and fresh fruit smoothies. You almost can't go wrong here if you like health food. But, beware of the Veggie Burger. So they have managed to get this dish right, and Hobbit Hole isn't one of them. You can get the Turkey or the Peach smoothie. You can taste the fuzz!

3109 MONTROSE (ACROSS FROM CYRANNO'S)

$5.50

The mix-in is then sliced into the ice cream on top of a frozen marble slab, thus the name. This is the sort of place you go when dinner just wasn't edible, and your stomach is empty. Their idea of a one scoop cone is enough to feed five people. But, as good as it is, it's not bad to give up the rest of your visits there. Best Bet: Don't miss out on the Heath Bar Chocolate dipped waffle cones.

3939 MONTROSE (N. OF ROMERICK)

$5

Again, a wonderful spot for coffees and, as always, it is the selection of Italian coffees and pastries. From a Cafe Creme and a Clear Creme Cheese ice cream, and other more formal entrees also exist. Best, my advice, ask for the extra toppings, extra sour cream, and extra guacamole and dig into one of the Beemoth Burritos. Best Bet: My favorite is the Chicken Burrito, which is cooled fajita style, and is with the works.

4450 MONTROSE (N. OF ROMERICK)

$5

The really great thing about living in Houston, if the weather doesn't drive you bonkers, is that on every street, you can find great white-wall restaurants and cafes. But, you've got to be a great devourer by spending your four to seven years here. And, there are some secrets. It Rice to Greening McDonald's every night. Look around, and don't be afraid to try something new. And, when the new Silver Saver Cards come out, keep in your wallet, as some of the participating stores must see it to give the dis- count.

With everything else that's on your mind, you need a checking account that's no-brainer. That's why you need a VERSATEL® Checking account.

As a college student, you won't pay any monthly service fee for the first 12 months. And after that, there's no service fee during any summer months as long as you're a student.

You'll get your own VERSATEL Card so you can do your banking free of charge at over 270 VERSATEL® ATM locations in Texas. Plus, when you open your VERSATEL Checking account, we'll give you a really snifty "Student Brain" T-Shirt.

Now, is that a great deal or what? Let us help you set up your checking account today. Then you can devote all your brain power to getting those good grades.
Emanuel to lead football team against top-25 rivals

by Randy Block

It's no secret that last season Rice football recorded its first winning season since the Civil War. But with the loss of All-American running back Trevor Cobb and the addition of new quarterback, the Owls will have to put up a good fight to come away with a top-25 ranking.

The defense is anchored by a fearless cornerback Sean Washington who had four interceptions last year and has NFL-type potential. Nathan Bennett recorded 88 tackles at safety in 1992 and picked off three passes.

The Owls should have little trouble determining if their players lose momentum after the Ohio State game. Sam Houston State University returns two starters in the conference.

With quarterback Bert Emanuel returning for his senior season, opposing defenses will quickly forget about Cobb's absence and focus their attentions on the versatile quarterback whom some call the fastest in the nation.

Emanuel ranked fourth in the nation in passing efficiency last year and rushed for 680 yards. After moving into the starter's role in 1992, he led the team to a 6-3 finish and intends to pick up where he left off.

"We can win. It was great to accomplish the goal of a winning season, but this year I have to motivate guys and lead by example," said Emanuel. "I think the quarterback needs to be a threat to run, but I'll also be throwing to everybody. I think we have the best receivers in the conference."

All-Southwest Conference star Jimmy Lee leads the receiving corps at halfback and will provide a double rushing and receiving threat along with Emerson Allen.

The defense, however, will be the place-kicker. Darrell Richardson who filled both kickoff and punt return spots last season. Richardson is gone, and Tucker Phillips will take over punting while Johnny Bagwell will be the place kicker.

Goldsmith is optimistic, but knows that both players lack Richardson's experience.

"Darrell was as important as anyone on this team," he said. "I hate to lose him."

The Rice schedule promises to be tough since it boasts four teams in the Associated Press Top 25.

"We have higher goals this year. We must be contenders in the conference," said Natalie Bennett.

Most to be a Top 25 team but could be caught looking ahead to their meeting with Oklahoma the next weekend. Pathetic Texas Christian stumbled to a two-win season in 1992 and has only gotten worse this year. Rice travels to Lubbock Oct. 16 to face an improved Texas Tech University, however.

The Red Raiders return 16 starters, including the nation's top receiver, Lloyd Hill. Texas A&M University should spend most of the season in the top-10 with an amazing 19 starters coming back, and the Owls' chances of winning their Homecoming game are slim.

A weak Southern Methodist University team hosts Rice next. Rice meets up with Baylor in Waco on Nov. 13 as new coach Chuck Reedy tries to break the Bear's two-year streak of last-minute losses to the Owls.

Finally, the Houston Cougars will come to Rice Stadium the day after Thanksgiving to play in the "Breakfast Bowl," again televised by ABC at 11 a.m. After a 64-31 spanking last year, Rice will be looking for revenge.

Overall, the Owls have an excellent chance at a winning season. With the new Alumni Bowl berth guaranteed to the third-place team in the conference, Rice could look forward to playing in December.

---

1993 Football Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 4</td>
<td>At Ohio State University</td>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Shown on ESPN+TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 11</td>
<td>Tulane University</td>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 18</td>
<td>Sam Houston State University</td>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 25</td>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 2</td>
<td>At University of Texas</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 9</td>
<td>Texas Christian University</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
<td>At Texas Tech University</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 23</td>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 6</td>
<td>At Southern Methodist University</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 13</td>
<td>At Baylor University</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 26</td>
<td>University of Houston</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Shown on ABC-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cornerback Sean Washington leaps for the ball during practice.

---
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SPORTS
With a crop of freshmen talented enough to challenge Rice’s most estab- lished veterans, the men’s cross country team is looking forward to a season hampered by lack of team unity.

"Last year none of the freshmen returned for my sophomore Vini Jusu. Now if any one of the older ones shakes off, he knows there are a lot of people here to look up to," said coach John Greer.

Of the team’s 15 runners, 13 are expected to be at home, two are away for a year, and the future is uncertain for the new runners. Brian Klein, Jason Lunn and Adam Reiser, were state title winners at high school, and all will be back in the sixth to last year’s National High School Cross Country Champions.

"This team has more talent, more pure ability than Rice has had in the past four years," said Head Coach Steve Strach. "But I don’t want to put too much pressure on the freshmen in their first semester at Rice, even if it works out that they are amongst the top five on the team."

"A strong field of potential veteran starters providing depth and collegiate experience where the freshmen may be lacking. Senior track star Chris Caldwell is back with renewed drive and foresight," said Greer. "Junior Steve Cramer is preparing to step into a leading role for the young team."

Strach said that sophomore Luis Armenteros and Keith Johnson and junior Richard Towns also may be poised on the verge of breakthrough seasons.

"We have a veteran or two new team," said Greer. "In the past few years, the whole attitude of the team was not great, but with some young guys so going, we have to concentrate on not letting the freshmen beat us." said Greer. "If we can get the freshmen and our runners, part of this new attitude consists of a team cohesion that past teams lacked due to preoccupation with com- petition amongst ourselves."

"We want to get rid of the ‘I’ mentality," stressed Strach. "When the number one priority is to be as good as they can be, they limit them- selves."

Administrative assistant John War- ner is another new face in the Rice athletics.
Sports Notebook

Bell leaves Owls to attend junior college

Already hit with the departure of three starting players, the Rice men's basketball team suffered another loss when junior forward Hakim Bell announced he will no longer be playing for the Owls and will attend McLean Junior College.

With the vacancy on the team roster, an additional scholarship was made available. The coaching staff has added 6-foot-4-inch guard J.J. Polk from the University of California at Santa Barbara.

As a transfer athlete, Polk will sit out the 1993-94 season according to NCAA regulations, but will have three years of eligibility beginning with the 1994-95 season.

As a true freshman last year, Polk averaged 2.2 points and 1.0 rebounds in an average of 8.8 minutes per game. He shot 50 percent from the field and 65.5 percent from three-point range in 22 games.

Polk played basketball at Sacramento Jesuit High School and led his team to the CIF Sac-Joaquin section championship and the Northern California regional runner-up spot.

During his senior year, Polk averaged 20 points, five rebounds and five assists per game on route to honorable mentions on both Street & Smith's and McDonald's All-America teams.

Polk also was named an all-state player by USA Today and Cal-Hi sports magazine and one of the "100 Stars of the Future" by Blue Ribbon.

"We're very excited to have JJ. in our basketball program," said Rice Coach Willis Wilson.

"He's a versatile athlete and a versatile basketball player by Coach Willis Wilson.

McKinney Takes over Women's Basketball

When the Rice women's basketball team takes to the court this season, it will have a new face penciling the sideline and leading the assault, Western Kentucky assistant coach Crissy McKinney has grabbed the reins of the Owls team after the resignation of former coach Mike Dunaway in May.

"I am very excited," McKinney said. "I don't know what happened and I don't want to know. This is a new year and a new staff. Everyone is excited."

McKinney was the collegiate head coach as a member of the North Carolina State Wolfpack and she gained professional experience during one season with the Dallas Diamonds, a professional women's basketball team.

McKinney began coaching as a graduate assistant at Western Carolina University. She acquired her first head coaching position at the University of Montevallo in Alabama. After two years there, McKinney spent seven years at Western Kentucky as an assistant coach before accepting her role at Rice.

"We really want to improve on our seventh-place season of a year ago," McKinney said. "We all must have a positive outlook in order to get the most possible accomplished the season."

--by Jason Katz

"We're excited to have JJ. on our team to the court this season," McKinney said. "He's a versatile athlete and a versatile basketball player.

CD-ROM Technology Brings New Capabilities to the Desktop

CD-ROM technology brings new capabilities to the desktop. With a single CD-ROM disk, you can add more and more computers will include a CD-ROM drive. You can add on to your computer the day you need it with the ability to work with sound, video and animation.

Buy the Macintosh Centris 610 now. We'll also receive the Macintosh gift pack FREE. We still have a large variety of CD-ROM drives. You can work away, while listening to your favorite music.

For more information visit the Rice Campus Store located in the Rice Memorial Center 6100 So. Main Street or call 527-4052.

Available while supplies last. Promotion is subject to change without notice. Visit either campus store or contact your local retailer for more information.
GREETINGS FROM THE OFFICES OF YOUR BACKPAGE EDITORS

This Thresher Backpage Editor wishes to extend his heartfelt welcome to new and returning students of Rice University. We can attest to the new school year to be filled with new friends, new experiences and new friends. With you, the Backpage will be sharing in the excitement of a fresh start. The Thresher has a new slate of editors, new writers, new stories and a beautiful new look. We are also lucky to be under the direction of our hard-working editors and staff. As with your own college, the Backpage has traditionally been a forum for the students of Rice University, for the students, by the students. Be proud to know that the Backpage was started by students of Rice University, not many years ago. Now at the start of a new school year comes a new Backpage and a new start for you Rice University community.

It means that whenever you open to the last page of your newspaper, you will witness the spirit of Rice University embodied in one company. You will see yourself, as looking into a mirror. You will share in the experiences and observations of your peers. Hopefully, we will all be able to learn from each other. Together, we will grow.

Of course the Backpage Editors cannot take on this task alone. This is your Backpage, not ours. You share in the responsibility. We ask only that you take five minutes of your time (once a week will do), and jot down a new experience, a joke (please, nothing offensive), a bit of news, a recipe or a story.

Tell us about the time your roommates' car broke down when you were on a midnight quest for pizza. You can tell us your new keypad how much you love it. You can remind your fellow students that cest la vie is very good for you.

When you are writing down your Backpage submissions, remember that a wholesome and healthy community is based on understanding, diversity and respect, and, last but not least, the chance to be a great year.

Eric Schamp

GREETINGS FROM THE OFFICES OF YOUR BACKPAGE EDITORS

Welcome to The Rice Thresher! May that注入heartfelt greeting in the most of the year! May you enjoy your placement. May your experiences be many miles away (if you're lucky) and the entire world is out or near you. The only option you have available at this point is to pull yourself up by your bootstraps and head full into the arms of every student. The only way to make your experience precious, truly ready to end your eyes at any stop. But, you will

Remember that a wholesome and healthy community is based on understanding, diversity and respect, and, last but not least, the chance to be a great year.

Eric Schamp

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

ROLEX MODEL AND SENIOR needed after school hours. 4 afternoons a week. Little or no experience. Call Annie Fabio at 784-4158.

TUTORS NEEDED: Now hiring math and science tutors for high school and college level math and science instruction. Call the Career Services Center for more information.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT with need to pick up 6th grader at school, supervise homework, etc. Non-smokers. 5-10 hours per week. Call 729-3248.

TOWNHOUSE in beautiful wooded area for rent includes yard maintenance. Close to campus. Call 871-2025 (day) or Annie Fabio and David Juist at 661-5720 (night).

TUTORS WANTED: Learning squared, a group of student-tutors in math, science, chemistry, biology, and math. Call 284-9634 for more information.

DANCE PART-TIMEPOSITION for helping preparation and related work. Reliable and be in required. Hours: 7 am - 9 pm. Call 871-2860.

WORKSTUDY JOBS: Art and Art History majors are needed for the Art History class as work study students ONLY. Work is done as much as 12 hours per week depending on work study policy. Call 871-2860.

MUSEUM AREA MONTROSE HIGH SCHOOL: Teacher needed to teach the in the relational arts program. Engineering and computer science are also needed. Call 871-2860.

ATTENTION G.O. Dwellers: If you live in the Alden Villa area, fill to fit our new transition coordinator. Call 871-2860.

BILINGUAL STUDENT NEEDED to work part-time on campus. Experience in the field of educational support services is required. Call 871-2860.

SCHEDA May 7, sooner than you would! Deadline for submissions to the technical writing. Send Friday, September 15 at 3 pm to the Career Services Center.

RESUME WRITING MADE EASY! Learn the art of professional resume writing. Fall 1993 class begins Monday, September 7. 1 pm. Call 659-3680 for more information.

ADVANCE MEMBERS (You know who you are!) First meeting TUESDAY, October 13, 12 pm. Meet in Milne room. Meet in the Career Services Center.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS: There will be an informational meeting on major post-college jobs, scholarships including Rhodes, Marshall, Fulbright, etc. Call 871-2850 for more information.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT or faculty member needed to start a book. Please contact Rice Business Services, Office of Student Affairs.

XEROX YUGO: A/C, heat, radio/cassette, a bed, a couch, a desk, a lamp. 3680 (Females only please). Call 729-3248.

MISCELLANEOUS

RENTAL HOME near campus for students. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, furnished. Available for rent. Call 871-2860.

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT or faculty member needed to start a book. Please contact Rice Business Services, Office of Student Affairs.

MISCELLANEOUS

ROOMMATES NEEDED by third-year Rice students. A dorm room is available in dormitory B. Call 871-2860.

RED '88 YUGO: A/C, heat, radio/cassette, a bed, a couch, a desk, a lamp. 3680 (Females only please). Call 729-3248.

ROOM FOR RENT. Offers a furnished room. Call 871-2860.

LIVING QUARTERS (1 bdrm, kitch, L/rm) in exchange for babysitting (boys ages 6 and 7). Several hours in afternoons. Responsibilities include picking up two boys, ages 6 and 7, from school, and working on reading, language, and non-technical resume books: Friday, September 2, 4 pm at the Career Services Center.

SENIORS! May 7 is sooner than you think! Save your resumes. Take the minutes a week and use your brain for something other than your screen. For information, call J. J. McCoy at 630-130 or Jim Carroll.

WOMENS' CLUB INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENTS needed to role play games, board games, card games etc. Call 871-2860.

OPEN HOUSE: The Princeton Review is open for business. The Princeton Review sets up shop in the Career Services Center on Thursday, September 15, 11 am - 2 pm. Call 659-3680 for more information.

FREE JOBS Fair tickets are available at the Career Services Center. Tickets are valid for the entire week. Must be paid for by 5 pm today or you won't be in the directory!

DON'T FORGET to turn in your student directory forms to the registrar by 5 pm today or you won't be in the directory!